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1. Executive Summary

This paper will detail the protocol for determining the training potency of a set for the Abilities
of the Velocity-Power-Force Physiological Ability Continuum.

I will list the abilities of this continuum and provide their definitions.

Using the work of Verkhoshansky and Siff, I will provide an equation to determine the
percentage of maximum speed for a single rep with any intensity (percentage of one-rep
maximum) for decelerating exercises (presses, squats, curls, deadlifts, etc.).  Non-decelerating
movements (snatches, cleans, jerks, throws, jumps) are different, and I will deal with them in a
separate work.

I will describe how to use the speed-per-rep equation and rep intensity to determine the rep
potencies for the fundamental abilities of the V-P-F continuum: Speed, Power, and
Maximum-Strength.  With these quantities in hand, I will then describe how to determine the
potency of the hybrid abilities of this continuum: Speed-Strength, and Strength-Speed.

I will revisit the set-level fatigue accumulated concept and equation and describe how the degree
of fatigue accumulated affects the speed and power of subsequent reps in a set.  With this in
hand, I will define how to determine the V-P-F continuum ability potencies for sets with multiple
reps.

By the conclusion of this work, a comprehensive schema for determining the training potencies
for the entire continuum will be clear.  Foreknowledge of the Speed and Power potential of
training sets has excellent utility for training programming design and prescription for Strength
& Conditioning coaches and athletes.

2. Introduction

My previous paper posited the concept of the training “potency” of a training set (of reps).  That
paper detailed the potency calculation protocol for the fulcrum ability of the physiological
abilities spectrum: Maximum Strength and Strength in general.  I dealt with Maximum-Strength
first because it is the most fundamental of all abilities and the process of determining its potency
is most elucidative for introducing the potency concept.
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Maximum-Strength is the physiological ability that corresponds to the Maximum Force capacity
of an athlete.  It lies at the right end of the V-P-F continuum.  Speed corresponds to the athlete's
maximum velocity/speed capacity and is the ability that lies on the far left end of the continuum.
The fundamental abilities of the V-P-F Continuum are:

● Speed: The Ability to execute movement with a high degree of velocity.
● Speed-Strength: The Ability to display a high degree of Speed with significant Strength.
● Power: The ability to execute work at a high rate.
● Strength-Speed: The Ability to display a high degree of Strength with significant Speed.
● Maximum-Strength: The maximum amount of external force that one can voluntarily

produce.
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Examples of these abilities in sports training or competition are

● Speed:
○ Cyclic: Sprinting
○ Acyclic: Boxing Jab

● Speed-Strength: Shot Put and other heavy throws, Various Jumps
● Power:

○ Maximal, Sub-maximal: Snatch, Clean & Jerk (particularly the Power versions)
○ Judo Throws

● Strength-Speed: Westside Barbell type Dynamic Effort Bench Press, Squat, and Deadlift
training

● Maximum-Strength: Squat, Bench Press, Deadlift, and Strict Curl in Powerlifting
competition

This paper will determine how to calculate the training potencies for these abilities in sets
of decelerating exercises like Squats, Bench Press, and Deadlifts.

Starting-Strength, Explosive-Strength, and Acceleration-Strength are elemental abilities
of Speed-Strength, Power, and Strength-Speed (and to an extent, Maximum-Strength).  The
elemental abilities are best developed with special apparatuses and devices, so I will detail the
definitions, equipment, and potencies for these in a separate work.

The integrative developmental level of Speed-Strength, Power, and Strength-Speed is
known as Power Versatility.  Since the many sports such as bat-and-ball games and combat
sports (and military/police activity) require the display of power in variable situations (in which
the Force overcome can vary greatly), Power Versatility is a crucial foundational ability for
sporting success.

For the V-P-F continuum, the speed and sower of reps are the determinants of potency.
To determine speed and power, we must include the metric of time-per-rep in the calculations.
Time per rep is dependent on the intensity (percentage of one-rep maximum) used and the
amount of fatigue present.  Determining the minimal time per rep for a single rep with a certain
intensity and the fatigue accumulation rate during a set with that intensity in the abstract allows
for precision in prescribing training variables for the continuum.

3. Single Rep Time

In their seminal book, "Supertraining," Yuri Verkhoshansky and Mel Siff provided data of
the time per rep with every intensity for the concentric (overcoming/concentric portion: isometric
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and eccentric phases were not included) phase of the powerlifting squat.  They used Highly
trained lifters with a mean one rep maximum squat of 407 KG to compile reliable data.  The
subjects applied Maximal volitional velocity with every intensity so that the amount of weight
lifted was the determinant of rep time, not effort or lack thereof.  Trained lifters display very
consistent technique and effort, so the rep distance and volitional momentum are were constant
for every intensity.  The Verkhoshansky and Siff’s time per rep and power curve graph is in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Verkhoshansky and Siff’s The Time Per Rep and Power Graph (Supertraining).

I plotted the graph and fed the corresponding quantities into a curve/polynomial generator
at mycurvefit.com to determine the exact time per rep quantities.  I determined intensity by
dividing the KG by 407 (the mean 1RM mentioned above). The results are in tables 1-3 (Time is
measured in seconds).
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Table 1: Single Rep Time for intensities 78-99.         Table 2: Single Rep Time for intensities 45-77.
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Table 3: Single Rep Time for intensities 12-44.

The following quintic polynomial equation returns the single rep time quantities from the table
(intensity entered as a whole number)-

0.2816479 + 0.03289828*I - 0.001783549*I^2 +
0.00004802402*I^3 - 0.0000005837848*I^4 +
0.000000002697968*I^5

Where-
I = Intensity (as a whole number)
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4. Single Rep Speed Potency

The lowest time per rep corresponds to the lightest weight shown on the graph- 50 KG,
which corresponds to 12% Intensity (not including any bodyweight overcome by the lifter in the
squat),  (50 / 407 = 0.12).  The time per rep does not decrease significantly below 12% intensity.
Since the distance is constant, we can simply use the time to calculate speed potency.  To
determine the speed potency for a single rep with any intensity in which the lifter applies
maximal volitional momentum, we simply divide the minimum time per rep quantity (achieved
with 12% Intensity, 0.49 seconds) by the single rep time for the intensity.  The results are in
tables 4-6.

Table 4: Single-Rep Speed Potencies for intensities 78-99.
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Table 5: Single-Rep Speed Potencies for intensities 45-77.                         Table 6: Single-Rep Speed Potencies for
intensities 12-44.

We then add the minimum rep time-division function to the single rep time polynomial
and arrive at the Speed potency of a single rep equation-

Tmin / (0.2816479 + 0.03289828*I - 0.001783549*I^2 +
0.00004802402*I^3 - 0.0000005837848*I^4 +
0.000000002697968*I^5)

Where-
Tmin = Minimum Rep Time (0.49 sec.)
I = Intensity
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5. Single Rep Power

Since we now have the time per rep and distance is constant, we can now determine
abstract Work and Power quantities for a single rep with every intensity.  Power is our concern in
this work, but we must first calculate Work to determine Power.  Work is Force * Distance.  The
Force of the barbell is its Mass (KG) * Gravitational Acceleration (9.8 MPS²).    Since Distance
and GA are constants, the product of intensity multiplied by the number of the reps (1) is
equivalent to Work for our purpose.

Power is Work / Time, so we now have the necessary quantities for the theoretical Power
of a single rep with every intensity.  We simply divide the intensity by the time of a single rep to
determine the abstract power; the results are in tables 7-9.

I / T₁

Where-
I = Intensity
T₁ = Single Rep Time
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Table 7: Single Rep Power for intensities 78-99.
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Table 8: Single Rep Power intensities 45-77.                        Table 9: Single Rep Power for intensities 12-44.

Peak power occurs with 69-71% intensities, an abstract Wattage quantity of
83.8.  This corresponds closely to the actual findings of Verkhonshansky and Siff, where peak
Power was seen at 280 KG (69% of the mean 407 KG one rep maximum of the test lifters) and
0.85 seconds (the single rep time quantity seen with 71% intensity in table 2).  The note for the
Rep Time and Power Graph from “Supertraining” is figure 2.

Figure 2: Note for the Squat Rep Time-Power Graph from “Supertraining.”
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5.1 Single Rep Power Potency

Now that the single rep power quantity for every intensity and the maximum power quantity of
all intensities is known, we can determine the single rep power potency for every intensity.  We
divide the single rep power quantity by the maximum single rep power quantity to arrive at the
single rep power potency.  The equation looks like this-

P₁ / Pmax

Where-
P₁ = Single Rep Power
Pmax = Maximum Single Rep Power (83.8)

The results for every intensity are in tables 10-12.

Table 10: Single Rep Power Potencies for intensities 78-99.
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Table 11: Single Rep Power Potencies for intensities 45-77.                         Table 12: Single Rep Power Potencies for
intensities 12-44.

6. Single Rep Speed-Strength Potency

Speed-Strength lies in between Speed and Power on the abilities spectrum.  A rep with a
high degree of speed and a significant degree of strength can be practically defined as a hybrid of
the speed and power potencies of the rep.  The speed-strength quotient of a single rep can be
determined by the average of the speed and power potencies of the rep.  The results are in tables
13-15.
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Table 13: Single Rep Speed-Strength Quotients for intensities 78-99.
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Table 14: Single Rep Speed-Strength Quotients for intensities 45-77.  The Maximal Quotient is seen with
52 and 53% Intensities, 81.71%.
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Table 15: Single Rep Speed-Strength Quotients for intensities 12-44.

The maximal speed-strength quotient is seen with 52 and 53 % intensities, 81.71%.  To
determine the Speed-Strength potency for any single rep set, we divide the average of the speed
and power potency of the rep by 81.71%.  The Speed-Strength Potency equation then is-

((S  + P ) / 2) / SpSQmax

Where-
S  = Speed Potency
P  = Power Potency
SpSQmax = The Maximal Speed-Strength Quotient, 81.71%

The equation results for a single rep with every intensity are in tables 16-18.
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Table 16: Single Rep Speed-Strength Potencies for intensities 78-99.
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Table 17: Single Rep Speed-Strength Potencies for intensities 45-77.
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Table 18: Single Rep Speed-Strength Potencies for intensities 12-44.

7. Speed, Power, and Speed-Strength Set Potencies for multiple rep sets

In my previous paper, “Applied Science Part 4, Strength Potency,” I provided the
equation to determine the percentage of intensity-specific set-level fatigue accumulated
according to the number of reps performed.  The percentage of set-level fatigue is dependent on
the number of reps done relative to As Many Reps As Possible (AMRAP) for the intensity.  To
reiterate from the previous paper, the polynomial to determine AMRAP for any intensity is-

173.5249 - 6.31*I + 0.095759*I^2 - 0.0006742*I^3 +
0.00000174962*I^4 + 9.927033E-17*I^5

Where-
I = Intensity
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With the AMRAP equation in hand, we use the following equation to determine the percentage
of intensity-specific set-level fatigue accumulated-

(e^(-1/Reps*AMRAP))/(e^(-1/AMRAP*AMRAP))

Where-
e = Euler’s Number, 2.718

7.1 Set Average Rep Time

Accumulating fatigue decreases Speed, Speed-Strength, and Power because it will
increase the time per rep of each subsequent rep in a set.  The final rep of a set of AMRAP
becomes a one-rep maximum in that exact moment, so the theoretical final rep time of an
AMRAP set will be equivalent to the rep time of a single rep with 99% intensity.  We see in table
1 that the single rep time with 99% intensity is 2.23 seconds.

The average speed and power of all the reps in a set determine the set's speed,
Speed-Strength, and Power potencies.  To determine the speed and power averages of a given set
we must know the time of the first and last rep of the set.  We already determined the time on the
first rep of a set with every intensity in section 3.

The time of the last rep of a set is a function of the intensity’s single rep time and the
amount of fatigue accumulated.  The time of each subsequent rep will slightly increase relative to
the increase in the percentage of fatigue up to 2.23 seconds for the final rep if the set is AMRAP.
The following equation determines the time of the final rep of a set with any number of reps-

R=1→T₁,((Tmax-T₁)*F)+T₁)

Where
R = Reps
T₁ = Single Rep Time
Tmax = Maximal Rep Time, 2.23 sec.
F = Percentage of Fatigue Accumulated
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The percentages of fatigue accumulated and the time of each rep of an AMRAP set with
80% intensity are in table 19.

Table 19: The concentric time of each rep in an AMRAP set with 80% intensity

To determine the average rep time of a set, we sum the times of all reps and divide the
sum by the number of reps.  The result for the 80% AMRAP set is also in table 19.

To determine the Speed, Speed-Strength, and Power Potencies for sets with multiple reps,
we then insert the average rep time into the potency equations; the final equations then are-

Set Speed Potency-

Tavg / (0.2816479 + 0.03289828*I - 0.001783549*I^2 +
0.00004802402*I^3 - 0.0000005837848*I^4 +
0.000000002697968*I^5)

Where-
Tavg = Average Rep Time
I = Intensity
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Average Rep Power
I / Tavg

Where-
Tavg = Average Rep Time
I = Intensity

Set Power Potency
PAvg / Pmax

Where-
PAvg = Average Rep Power
Pmax = Maximal Single Rep Power (83.8)

The set Speed-Strength potency equation is the same as the single-rep equation but uses the set
Speed and Power potencies rather than the single-rep potencies.

8. Strength-Speed Potency

Just as Speed-Strength is a hybrid ability that lies on the spectrum between Speed and Power,
Strength-Speed is a hybrid ability that lies between Power and Maximum-Strength.  So similar to
how we used the Speed and Power potencies to determine a Speed-Strength quotient, we will
create an equation that takes account of Power and Strength Potencies for a Strength-Speed
quotient and potency.

In my previous paper on Strength Potency, I detailed how to determine the Strength Potency of a
set.  Readers can look to that work for the details, but I will reiterate the equation here.  The
Strength Potency equation is-

I + ((AMRAP * (I / 100)) * F)

Where-
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I = Intensity
AMRAP = As Many Reps As Possible
F = Percentage of Fatigue Accumulated

Multiplying the Single-Rep Power Potency (Max Power Potency for the Intensity) by the
AMRAP Strength Potency (Max Strength Potency for the Intensity) for every intensity returns a
product that is the logical Strength-Speed Quotient for every intensity.  The results are in the
second to last column in tables 20-22 from the right for every intensity.

Table 20: Relevant Strength-Speed Quantities and Values for intensities 78-99.
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Table 21: Relevant Strength-Speed Quantities and Values for intensities 45-77.
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Table 22: Relevant Strength-Speed Quantities and Values for intensities 12-44.

The maximum value is seen with 77% intensity- 0.8078; this is the maximum
Strength-Speed quotient.  To determine the Strength-Speed potency of any set, we divide the
product of the set Power and Strength Potencies by 0.8708 (87.08%).  The Strength-Speed
potency equation is then-

(P  + St ) / StSQmax

Where-
P  = Power Potency
St  = Strength Potency
StSQmax = The Maximal Strength-Speed Quotient, 87.08%

The results for every intensity based on Single-rep Power potency and AMRAP Strength potency
are in the far-right column of tables 20-22.
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9. Velocity-Power-Force Abilities Continuum Potencies

We now have the Ability potency equations for all abilities of the V-P-F continuum.
Table 23 shows the potency of each ability for sets with different intensities and various numbers
of reps.  The highest potency for each set is enlarged and bold.

Table 23: V-P-F Abilities Continuum Potencies for different sets.

Strength & Conditioning coaches with extensive theoretical and practical knowledge will
attest to the logical validity of these values and the V-P-F abilities calculation system they
constitute.
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Summary

In this paper, I detailed the supersystem for determining training potencies for the
abilities of the Velocity-Power-Force ability continuum.  I listed these abilities and provided their
definitions and practical competitive sports examples.

Using the rep time and power-weight graph of Verkhoshansky and Siff, I provided a
method for determining the time of a single rep for every intensity and a polynomial equation to
expedite the process.

With the single rep time in hand, I detailed the process to determine the abstract
single-rep speed for every intensity and how to determine the single-rep Speed potency for the
rep.

Using a similar method, I provided the way to determine abstract single-rep Power and
the single-rep Power potency for .every intensity.  With Speed and Power Potencies in hand, I
offered the logical equation for determining the single-rep Speed-Strength Potency for every
intensity.

I revisited the Percentage of Intensity-Specific Set-Level Fatigue Accumulated concept
from my previous paper, “Applied Science 4: Strength Potency,” and reiterated the equation.  I
described how to combine this equation with the single-rep time equation to determine the
concentric time of any rep in a set and how to use this to determine the average rep time of a set.
I combined the average rep time equation with the single-rep Speed, Power, and Speed-Strength
equations to develop the potency equations for these abilities for sets with multiple reps.

I revisited the Max-Strength Potency concept and equation from my previous paper and
detailed how to use this concept with the Power Potency concept to determine Strength-Speed
potency.

Finally, I provided a table showing all V-P-F continuum potencies for various sets for
comparative analysis.

Conclusion

Success in competitive athletics is primarily determined by an athlete’s possession of sufficient
levels of one or more abilities of the Velocity-Power-Force continuum.  Powerlifting is the sport
of Maximum-Strength (Force), Weightlifting of Maximum Power, Track & Field throws and
jumps of Maximum Speed-Strength, and sprinting of Maximum Speed.
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Many sports, such as bat-and-ball games and combat sports, require a high level of
versatile power, which I defined as the synthetic effect of training to high levels of
Speed-Strength, Power, and Strength-Speed.  Maximum-Strength is the fundament from which
the other abilities arise.  Knowing the training potencies for these abilities for training sets,
activities, and workouts is crucial for developing and peaking athletes for success.

This paper detailed how to calculate the Speed and Power for sets in the abstract.
Determining the actual Meter Per Second (Speed) and Watts (Power) of reps requires specific
measurements during training.  The value of the equations in this paper lies in their predictive
capacity for a coach designing a training program.  These equations allow a coach to precisely
prescribe training variables across time to develop and peak Speed, Speed-Strength, Power,
Strength-Speed, and Maximum-Strength according to the critical dates and periods of a
competitive schedule.  Once this calculative system achieves broad use in the field, we will begin
to see higher levels of versatile power in athletic competition and the lives of any trainee whose
program to which they are applied.
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